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Introduction 
 

For companies looking at outsourcing, Aress offers the ability to entirely or partially take over the development, maintenance, conversion and 
enhancement of all their custom built or packaged software applications. Given its strength of technology capabilities, adoption of the industry's 
highest quality processes and strong domain expertise in varied industries, Aress becomes a powerful extension and partner of the IT 
departments of its clients. 
 
As organizations strive to integrate their business and IT strategies, our application maintenance services help organizations achieve their 
business goals and objectives, by providing on-time support and value adding services. 
 

We are a client-centered and quality-conscious organization that offers a complete portfolio of software development, digital marketing services 
and technology solutions. 
 

The Aress Difference 
 
We are a 400 person, 16 year old company with huge experience of delivering a wide range of IT services to customers all over the world from 
our base in Nasik in India. Nasik, a city of over 1 million people, is a low cost location about 100 miles north of Mumbai. We have low attrition 
too so your team is not going to disappear overnight. We deliver great quality and great value. 
 
We work hard to get external accreditations for our work, not for the sake of it, but to show the outside world that we self-impose a rigorous 
discipline in all we do. It’s for the benefit of you, our customers. And if you benefit then we believe we will too. 
 
We won’t steal your ideas and will guarantee that you get all your IPR. Furthermore, you won’t find many companies like us who place such 
strong emphasis on information and data security. You can be absolutely sure that your sensitive information is safe with us, during 
development and any other phases of the lifecycle we are involved in. 
 
We make it our business to understand your enterprise and its direction, the complexities of your trade, your processes and operating 
philosophy and your priorities. This way we can offer you technology solutions that provide business value and are tailor-made for your business 
needs. 

 



 

Apart from our total customer commitment, what sets us apart is: 

 

World class processes 
Over 15 years, we have developed comprehensive processes that ensure consistent delivery of high-quality service to our customers. We have 
defined (and enforced) processes in place and work to very high development standards. 
 
Quality assurance 
Quality assurance is a specialist discipline and our team of experts ensure that the software we deliver does what it is supposed to.In technical 
support, QA drives high-quality responses to all the support queries we get. 
 
Microsoft Gold Certified Partner 
We are proud to be MS Gold Certified Partners both for software development and technical support. Not an easy certification to get and keep. 
We have had it for 5 years already. And we work to the same high standards in Open Source technologies too. 
 
IPR is yours – Guaranteed 
Our agreement includes an absolute assurance that any IPR developed while working with you is yours. And, of course, you will get the 
fullsource code of any software we develop for you. 
 
Information and Data Security 
We are ISO 9001, ISO 27001 certified. That means your information and data are totally secure with us. For example, we do not permit USB 
sticks or even mobile phones in our support or development areas. 
 
Peace of Mind 
We are CMMi Level 3, ISO 9001, Microsoft Gold and Sun Business certified. Put simply, that means we write what we do and we do what we 
write. One more reason to have peace of mind when you work with us. We deliver, consistently. 
 
On-Time Delivery 

Our outsourcing experience, our talented programmers, superior collaborative tools, and effective project management, enable collaboration 
and successfully deliver projects on time. We have received excellent evaluations from our clients for on-time delivery, correctly implemented 
functionality and usability. 

 



 

Our People 

The quality and passion of our people sets us apart. We hire and retain only the highest quality people who fit with our open and client focused 
culture and value system. Our people are committed to our client’s projects and their growth.  Our people give in their best and we offer best 
benefits to them amongst our peers.  Our low rate of attrition tells our story. 

 

Honesty 
We build lasting relationships with our clients, employees, and partners through open, transparent and honest communications. We earn trust 
and respect through integrity in all our actions. 

 

Continuous Improvement 
Regular training and interactive workshops are key in developing skills and staying on top of technology and interactive marketing innovation. 
We make it our business to continuously challenge the norm and consistently adopt newer technologies, software engineering best practices, 
management methods, Quality Assurance (QA) standards, R&D on new technology and conducting strategy workshops, continually evaluating 
our own processes and methodology, mentoring service leader to meet the requirements for changing technology, innovation in the industry 
and improving team capabilities. 
 
  



 

 

Technology Expertise 
We have extensive expertise in various software platforms. Our mix of skills allows us to quickly and easily ramp-up resources for large and small 
application projects. Our software skills include the following domains of technology expertise: 
 

Enterprise Technologies J2EE, JSP, Java Beans, Servlets, EJB, RMI, J2ME 

Web Servers Apache, J2EE, Tomcat, IIS 

Application Servers Java Application Server, Websphere, Weblogic 

Databases MySQL, MS SQL Server 2005/2008/2012, PostgreSQL, Oracle  

Programming Languages C++, VB.Net, C#, PHP, ASP, Perl, J2EE, ColdFusion, Silverlight, Flex, WPF, WCF 

Frameworks .Net 2.0/3.5/4.x, Coldfusion frameworks – Model-Glue, ColdBox, PHP frameworks – Smarty 
templates, Symphony, CakePHP, Code Ignitor, Yii framework, Bootstrap CSS3 

Internet Technologies HTML, DHTML, JavaScript, CSS, XML, XSL, XSLT, AJAX, JQuery  

Middle Tier JDBC, ODBC, Web Services. 

Mobile Computing Windows Mobile application development 
Android Application development 
iPhone Application development 
Blackberry application development 
Windows Mobile application development 

Software Development Methodologies Object Oriented Analysis and Design, 
Structured Systems Analysis and Design,  
Software Project Management, Agile development methodology. 
Software Quality Assurance. 
Rational Unified Process 

 



 

  

Development Methodology 
 

Software Development at Aress has adopted Agile Software Development methodology and uses it effectively depending upon the scope of the 
project and customer requirements. Adapting to Agile methodology has proved to achieve timely delivery of projects, customer satisfaction and 
more over welcome changes in requirements if needed by the customer, even in late stages of development. 
 
Agile development provides opportunities to assess the direction throughout the development lifecycle. This is achieved through regular cadences 
of work, known as Sprints or iterations, at the end of which teams must present a potentially shippable product increment.  
 
This “inspect-and-adapt” approach to development – 

 Reduces development costs and Time to market.  

 Because teams can develop software at the same time they’re gathering requirements, “analysis paralysis” is less likely to impede a team 
from making progress.  

 Because a team’s work cycle is limited to two weeks, stakeholders have recurring opportunities to calibrate releases for success in the real 
world.  

 Agile development helps companies build the right product.  

 Instead of committing to market a piece of software that hasn’t been written yet, agile empowers teams to continuously re-plan their 
release to optimize its value throughout development, allowing them to be as competitive as possible in the marketplace.  

 Agile development preserves a product’s critical market relevance and ensures a team’s work doesn’t wind up on a shelf, never released. 
 



 

 
 



 

Project Management 
Project management is the process and activity of planning, organizing, motivating, and controlling resources, procedures and protocols to 
achieve specific goals in scientific or daily problems. 
 
In any outsourced project, establishing the most effective project management is crucial. That is the reason why we take utmost care in 
assigning a project manager to a project. In some cases, the project manager is local to the client and works closely with the client liaison(s) 
throughout the project lifecycle. In others, we assign a project manager in our offshore office to correspond with the project manager from the 
client side. 
 

 
 
 
The very first task of the project manager is to develop a comprehensive Project Plan that establishes the following:  

 Work Breakdown Structure - The project is divided into small modules and their respective functionalities. 

 Time Allocation - Time estimates are allocated to each of these tasks 

 Resource allocations - The appropriate resources are allocated these tasks 

 Timelines - Definitive dates are defined for the execution of these tasks to formulate the various milestones as well as the final project 
delivery. 

Our MPPs are often developed in latest version Microsoft Project, but our team can use other tools if so desired by the client.  



 

 
 
Along with this plan, we also define the following strategies to be followed during the project life cycle: 

 Communication Plan - How will the team communicate across geographic locations, daily and weekly status reporting mechanisms, use 
of instant messaging, email, conferencing, telephone and other communications tools.  At the start of the project we define a 
communication strategy which is agreed upon by the clients as well. This will include: 

o All the developers would be sending a daily status report. 
o A weekly report on the status of the work done in the week by all the developers in the team. This would be send to the client in 

an email 
o Once or twice a week tele-conferences for reporting the project status update with the project stakeholders.  
o Daily interaction with the Project Manager over the preferred IM to discuss tasks for the team, status update, queries etc. 
o After each milestone delivery we would offer to give a walk-through of the application developed so far. 

 Roles and Responsibilities - Who does what on the project team; reporting and escalation mechanisms.  



 

 
Project manager takes up following responsibilities to organize the management of the project from beginning to end: 

 Project Scope - Limitations of the scope, the major milestones and timelines that must be achieved, and the overall business objectives 
of the project.  

 Software Configuration Management - What tools to use for version control, build and releases.  

 Change Control Process - The objectives process of requesting a change to the scope or requirements of a project and how to reach sign 
off by both the client and our team on each change request. 

 

Quality Assurance 
 
Testing is a complex process, which calls for great knowledge and expertise. At Aress, we have a team of quality assurance specialists who have a 
knack of expertly conducting comprehensive tests.  
Our staff includes QA engineers trained in software development and computer science, giving us the ability to undertake testing projects that 
require specialize skills like API testing, Database testing etc. 
  
Aress's Offerings include: 

 Functional Testing 

 Compatibility testing 

 Regression testing 

 White box testing 

 Black box testing 

 Web testing 

 Acceptance testing 

 Manual testing 
 
 
  



 

Software Development – Case Studies 
 

Opensource Technologies (LAMP) 
 

Open Source technologies are providing contemporary developers with a range of cost effective and robust alternatives to commercial software 
for building dynamic, data‐driven Web applications. Applications developed using open source technologies are implemented using LAMP (Linux, 
Apache, MySQL, Perl, and PHP), and can be implemented efficiently and securely while improving reliability and dramatically cutting costs.  
 
Our company has extensive experience in outsourcing software development of custom solutions implemented in PHP/MySQL basically LAMP 
environment, such as communities and networks, e‐shops and online marketplaces, billing systems, media streaming, customer relationship 
management (CRM), content management systems (CMS), corporate web sites, etc.   
 

Custom Application Development 

Health Insurance  
The purpose is to define a process that will be used by various staff through blueprints media. Since the processes are updated at regular basis 
thus train the staff or constantly update and distribute the training manual which is sometimes difficult. Therefore, it is not uncommon that the 
steps can be missed in process because of the gaps of time. So as to document all process in electronic media, update and distribute to staff. 
 

We developed a process and built a tool the helped to guide staff through how to handle each insurance claim follow-up and denial. The process 
will be designed and entered into the tool by the company’s qualified and experienced administrator and staff will have step by step guidance on 
how they should work on accounts. Essentially, this software is equivalent that person at higher authority can sit with staff and give instructions 
to work through every account. Moreover, as soon as the processes change, administrator can quickly update the processes within the tool 
which helps other ensures that staff work on accounts in a most effective and approved by the company. 
Overall, claim process is made easier, faster and exciting! 

 



 

 



 

 

 
 

 



 

                    

VMDoc  
VMDOC is a patient engagement software that disrupts the way patients and doctors communicate by placing the patient at the center of 
healthcare. With VMDOC, patients schedule appointments online and receive appointment reminders with ease. In addition to scheduling, 
patients manage their own health records globally.  For the physicians, they can now monitor patient vitals on a global level and communicate 
findings to fellow physicians through Provider Networks. 
 
Main Features: 
Physician 
This feature is available for Patient members to manage their physicians.   

- Search Physician. 
- User can add new physician to their available list. 
- View Physician profile information. 
- Request an appointment with the physician. 
- Send message to Physician. 
- Rate Physician. 

Patient 
This feature is available for Physician members to manage their physicians.   

- View list of existing Patient. 
- Accept/Reject Patient join request. 
- View Patient profile information. 
- Send message to Patient. 
- View Patient Demographic information. 

Messages 
This feature is available for both physician and patient, using this features user can exchange messages with patient/physician. 

- Create message 
- Reply Message 
- Delete Message 

Appointments 



 

This feature is available for both Patient/Physician, using this feature patient user can request for an appointment on specific date and time with 
Physician.   Physician can accept/reject appointment request. 

- Add Appointment – Requested by Patient. 
- Accept/Reject – Appointment Request – Available for Physician. 
- Cancel an appointment request – Patient/Physician. 

Demographic Information 
This feature is available for Patient user, using which they can manage their demographic information: 

- Manage Allergies 
- Manage Medications 
- Manage Vaccines 
- Manage Social History 
- Manage Medical History 
- Manage Surgery History 
- Manage Documents 
- Manage Family Diseases history 

Insurance - This features is available for Patient user to manage their medical insurance provider details. 
Network Messages - This feature is available for Physician member to manage physician networks and share messages among the networks. 
Rate Appointment - Using this feature patient user can rate their appointments with the physician. 



 

                   
 
 

                     



 

MyVote  
Here app users can take on the MyVoteMe games compendium and earn Crowd Coins® to be in with a chance of winning real prizes. They can 
challenge their friends to find out who's the ultimate MyVoter! 
Leagues can be created on global demographics as well as between the friends. Apart from this, app users can share their attempts, scores etc. 
on the social media via Facebook and Twitter. Much more fun, much more excitement. 

 
      

 
 



 

                     



 

Custom Control Panel development over WHMCS 
This control panel is built on top of WHMCS client area in order to take advantage of the existing features provided by WHMCS. It is the control 
panel that customers use to manage a large number of aspects to do with their account - ordering, billing, managing services, etc. It also 
empowers us to seamlessly deploy the value added ADDONs. The WHMCS client area is built on top of smarty template engine in order to 
separate the UI from the business logic. 

 



 

eMedspace  
This appraisal and revalidation toolkit was developed for doctors who would like a more user-friendly appraisal system. It is a portal to store, 
retrieve, share and communicate with other doctors. The features we are creating are endless and certainly different from any of the currently 
available products. 
Appraisee - The appraisal and revalidation toolkit contains all the features that are currently required by the GMC and much more... 

 Less noise on your screen allowing you to focus on your task more clearly. 

 Ample storage for your appraisal work at 100MB per user and this will increase with time. 

 Each entry can easily be downloaded in PDF format. 

 The entire appraisal for the year can be downloaded in PDF form at any time. 

 Use your mobile phone to send reminders to your appraisal. 

 Form educational groups and organise meetings with other colleagues. 
Appraiser – 

 Appraisee features plus: 

 Navigate through the website with great ease using our help icons. 

 View all entries shared by the appraisee with you and comment on them throughout the year. The discussion can continue in a blog 
format and will be recorded in the portfolio. 

 Switch roles instantly from appraiser to appraisee, so you can do your own appraisal whilst checking on your appraisee’ progress. 

 Communicate with your appraisee to arrange meetings directly from our website rather than by e-mails. 
Non-medical Users – 
Practice managers, course organizers, or other administrative staff can form educational groups and manage educational meetings for doctors. 
The owner of the group can enter a summary of the issues discussed during the meeting and forward this to all the members of the group thus 
easing workload and minimize repetitive actions. Doctors can then view the content and be able to write their own comments beside it before 
finally logging it as a learning activity. 



 



 

 



 

Community Portal for living a better life 
 

 



 

 
 
This site helps users to join a community and take small, everyday steps to change the way they live. As the users take these everyday steps, 
they form habits, and as those habits begin to change them and they become rhythms - deep patterns of life. 
 
The website gives the users a stack of different actions to take. Some are easy and some are pretty challenging, but the users can choose what 
they want to do based on where they are at. The app can be used with friends so that they can share their journey together. It's basically a fun 
way to start making some of the changes that everyone wants to make but don't know how. 
 
 
 
 



 

Social Community Portal for Mothers 
 

  
 
Social Kidspot is a social networking site developed using Social Engine.  This is a system which creates a social network on your website.  

This site is all about simplifying the journey that is parenting. 
Social Kidspot Features:  

 Multi-part profiles. 

 Customizable signup process. 

 E-mail Announcements 
The site includes various useful plug-ins like Photo Albums, Blogs, Groups, Chat and Video. 



 

Dynamic Form Builder 

 
This is an easy to use with drag and drop controls tool, where users can graphically build and modify their forms, customize drop downs, radio 
buttons, check boxes etc. Forms can be designed like wizards using the powerful page break control. There are Preview and print options. 
Creating survey forms and publish them for the public to access. Print Submitted forms to PDF or Email it across to anybody. Customers have an 
option of branding their forms. 
 

 
 



 

Property Portal  
This property portal is a “Consumer To Consumer” (C2C) property internet search portal which aims to bring “Tenant and Landlord”, Buyer and 
Seller” together without having to involve any middle man, agent, broker and/or salesperson. This web application aims to satisfy all real estate 
needs in Singapore for both property owners and seekers locally and globally. Its framework is to provide an online platform which is highly 
focused on Singapore real estate content and also provide an internet advertisement channel which is more focused and accurate to a target 
audience. The goal is to offer an unique and more relevant online search for internet users and also to help the relevant stakeholders in the 
business community to get their products and services established with less effort from physical and costly advertising. The goal is also to 
promote an innovative way of online collaboration between the internet users and the information providers with efficient mechanism using 
cutting edge technology to improve information flow.   
 

 



 

Vendor Offers 
This core website was meant for vendors from where they can manage all offers. View transaction and review comments provided by 
consumers. Check their sales turnover and view transaction stats. The core site is really comprised of 3 sections: 

- Web: Using which the vendors can manage offers 
- iPhone Client: A native iPhone application which is used by consumers to view and grab offers. Consumers can check all recent offers 

around them using GPS and grab offers and avail good discounts. View all grabbed offers and leave review comments. 
- XML-RPC: Web service that was used to communicate between iPhone and web. Web service was responsible to push all recent offers 

when invoked from iPhone, credit card processing using Authorize Payment gateway, collect user ratings and reviews. 
 
 

 
  



 

WordPress 

TM Forum 
TM Forum is the global member association for digital business. They provide a platform for hundreds of global members across a wide range of 
industries – communications, technology, cities and municipal government, finance, healthcare, and so on –  to collaborate and partner to co-
create, prototype, deliver, and monetize innovative digital services for their billions of customers. 
 

  



 

 

 
 



 

  



 

Target Internet 
Target Internet's digital e-learning course is an excellent way to enhance your digital capability, with the subject chunked up into easy to 
understand topics that can be tailored to your skill level. Overall it's an excellent way to either fill information gaps or understand the overall 
subject. 
Features: 

- Interactive and easy to use digital marketing online courses 
- Access the entire library of 100+ courses with 2 new courses added every month 
- Achieve certification in 11 digital marketing disciplines 
- Endorsed by the Chartered Institute of Marketing 
- Used by prestigious academic institutions and some of the world's leading organization 
- Learn at your own pace and access all the courses unlimited times 
- Assess your knowledge as you progress with our interactive in-course quizzes 
- Straightforward, engaging and constantly updated courses 
- Created by recognized industry experts with experience implementing digital marketing in the real world 

  



 

 
 



 

                         



 

Prime Real Estate  
Website helps clients find new homes and sell or lease the ones they grow out of. It helps tenants and landlords connect, and also helps 
developers to lease and sell both residential and commercial inventories. 
Over the years, they have become renowned for their cutting-edge marketing strategies, and we continue to strive to exceed expectations. Their 
marketing goal has always been to make our inventory stand out. They use the services of an in-house staging consultant and photographer, 
graphic designer, interior designer, architect, pricing analyst, videographer, printer, web developer and search engine optimizer ALL to help the 
clients achieve their goals. 
 

                                                    
 

Foxroc 
FOXROC's team is familiar with the financial planning complexities that are attributed to the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA). They 
have established active offices within the United States and Europe in order to diligently service our clients on a real-time basis while staying 
current with the international financial, accounting and estate-planning communities. In order to better communicate these complex planning, 
accounting and insurance strategies, FOXROC works in coordination with FOXROC Wealth, FOXROC Global and FVB de Boer Financial 



 

Consultants. These partnerships provide our clients with a number of offerings that solve many of the obstacles that U.S. expats and non-U.S. 
citizens encounter daily.  
Offerings: 

- Retirement / Pension Insurance Alternatives (Life Insurance & Annuities) 
- On-going In-force Life Insurance Policy Management 
- International Inheritance & Gift Tax Analyses 
- International Inheritance & Gift Tax Strategies 
- Life Insurance Portfolio Audits 
- Risk Management Needs Analysis 
- International Business Succession Strategies & Key-Man Life Insurance 
- Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) Compliance 
- Brussels IV Consultations 
- International Mortgage Consultations 
- International Property Acquisitions 
- Maximization of Foreign Currency Exchanges 

 
 



 

  



 

Website for specialized Lawyers 
The firm handles high asset, high net worth and complex divorce cases of all types. Our divorce attorneys have been repeatedly recognized 
among the best lawyers in the state and have received several awards recognizing our commitment to provide the best and most professional 
service to our clients. Founded in 1986, the firm operates from Red Bank, Monmouth County and Woodbridge, Middlesex County offices and has 
a simple formula: determine the client’s priorities, be honest with the client about the strengths and weaknesses of the case, prepare a game 
plan designed to achieve the best results possible and never be outworked. 
 
Their clients have diverse backgrounds but share similar issues, such as child custody, visitation, support, distribution of assets and domestic 
violence. Many are facing a family crisis for the first time. 
 
Communication between attorney and client is essential, as the team of divorce attorneys in Woodbridge and Red Bank consistently serves as 
trusted counselors and advisors. This firm has provided positive results for clients for over 25 years. Working with us equips clients with an 
invaluable advantage. Often, it translates into favorable settlements without the necessity of trial, allowing clients to avoid the financial and 
emotional costs of litigation. 
 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 

  



 

Kennedy Lofts  
Prior to its development as a commercial district, Journal Square was the site of many farmhouses and manors belonging to the original settlers 
of Bergen, the first chartered municipality in New Jersey, settled in 1660. In conjunction with the 1912 opening of the Hudson and Manhattan 
Railroad Summit Avenue Station, many were demolished to make way for modern buildings, including the still standing Labor Bank Building 
(completed 1928 and now known as 26 Journal Square), and the Public Service building (now part of Hudson County Community College). Also 
still standing are the Newkirk House (which dates from 1690 and is now the Summit House Restaurant) and the Van Wagenen House (which 
dates from 1688, making it the oldest building in Jersey City). 
 
Journal Square was created in 1923, when the city condemned and demolished the offices of the Jersey Journal, thus creating a broad 
intersection with Hudson Boulevard which itself had been widened in 1908. The newspaper built new headquarters and the new square was 
named in its honor. 
 
For most of the twentieth century, Journal Square was the cultural entertainment center of Hudson County, home to the movie palaces built in 
the 1920s (including the still operating Loew’s Jersey Theatre, completed in 1929). Karen Angel of the New York Daily News described Journal 
Square from the 1920s to the 1960s as a “crown jewel, a glowing commercial, entertainment and transportation hub of the city.” 
 
Two days before Election Day in 1960 John F. Kennedy made his last campaign speech before returning to New England at Journal Square. 
Hudson Boulevard was named Kennedy Boulevard soon after his assassination. 100 Newkirk Street, built by the architecture/engineering firm of 
Comparetto and Kenny and completed in 1965, was named the John F. Kennedy Office Building in his honor. The building remained in the hands 
of the Comparetto and Kenny families until 2012, when Hopkins Group LLC acquired the property and began its conversion into Kennedy Lofts.  



 

 
 
 

  



 

Community Portal to raise the voice of coalition  
 

 
 

 
This website works with individuals and organizations from global civil society to protect civilians from armed conflict.  They are a catalyst 
and convener of joint action whose behind the scenes work enables coalitions to work quickly and effectively. As a coordinating body they 
seek no public profile or media spotlight: it is the voice of the coalition that matters.  
 
Their only agenda is the protection of civilians. They are open about their objectives, welcoming scrutiny from anyone who wishes to 
understand who they are and what they do. The users can join this portal and can access the different activities and the campaigns 
information available by the organization. 

 

  



 

Portal for School 
 

 
 
This portal has been built using WordPress. This involves WordPress custom template designing in order to meet the requirements of the 
School Portal. The admin user can manage the content of the website pages using the WordPress content management system.  The other 
features of this portal include events, photo gallery, polls, and latest news.  

 
 

  



 

Website for Cloud based VPS Hosting Solution 
This site has been built using WordPress. The site offers VPS (Virtual Private Server) to be hosted on the cloud. This website is integrated 
with a customized registration process that enables the users to purchase the VPS plans online. The admin user can manage the content of 
the website pages using the WordPress content management system. WordPress Blogs has also been integrated with the website: 
 
 

 
  



 

 

Website for offerings of hand made products 
 

 
 
The website portal is a platform for people who have passion for creativity and creative products. The website offers hand made products 
that can be purchased online. WordPress ecommerce plugin has been integrated to provide the functionality for purchasing the products. 
Other features include integration of Image Gallery, Upcoming Events, and Testimonials. 
 
 

 

  



 

Medical therapy services 
 

 
 

 
The website portal is a platform for people who have concerns of need medical therapies. The website offers customized sessions that can 
be viewed online. WordPress has been integrated to provide the functionality.  

  



 

Drupal 

My Creation – eCommerce portal for creators 
This is a website dedicated to anyone that has created anything and would like to showcase their creations at this portal, to receive comment, 
feedback, sales and the opportunity to network with like-minded individuals and groups. Each ‘creator’ will be able to design, from a simple to 
use template, their own web page, and use this online area to self-promote and generate hits and consequently sales.  They can add multiple 
images of their work, video feeds, descriptions and histories.  There is also an area for them to add biographies and weblogs, and for people to 
comment on the creations on display. In addition they can network and form groups with other members, by adding friends, recommending 
other creators, highlighting their favorites, promoting exhibitions and related events. Creators are encouraged to add a ‘recommended purchase 
price’ (RPP) for any item available for sale.  Anyone interested in making a purchase can then contact the creator via the online purchasing 
system and either agree to pay the RPP or make a reasonable offer.  The creator and potential customer can then enter an informal and fun 
haggling process until a price is agreed.   

Social Community Portal for businesses 
This is targeted specifically for UK users, wherein they can join an ecircle based on their locality. Ecircle is a group of people with varied 
businesses in a specific locality. Registered users can build relationships through the ecircle membership and thereafter start to give and receive 
recommendations that would lead to more quality referrals and hence new business ventures. They can also use the Marketsquare feature to 
promote their business and to advertise their services and special offers. There are various modules like Events, News, Network, Forums etc. For 
the admin to manage the content on pages, Drupal CMS has been implemented and customized as per requirements. 

Parenting website 
This website enables users to set up directory for parents encompassing everything from planning that birthday bash to summer camps to horse 
riding lessons to fun with the entire family!. Modules like Articles, Blogs, forums, user groups, and advertising have been built into this system 
using Jhoomla components. We have built and customized CSS Template integration. We have a strong understanding of Drupal 1.0.13+ 
Framework/API. We have worked with both user modules Community Builder and J-User. This project involved customization of Event Section 
with new layouts and additional functionalities like adding a Image for Event, specifying location and sub location of events. Ideally Drupal 
doesn’t allow 2 instance of the same component. We duplicated the Blog component. We have also enhanced the search feature to show 
random listing. 
 



 

Job Board System 
The system provides job board facility for HR companies similar to indeed.com and jobthread.com . The Job Board website allows employers to 
submit job, candidates to apply online. The Job Board allows companies to take advantage of email based recruitments system. The interface is 
made extremely simple and easy to use with connectivity to major RSS fields to YAHOO, GOOGLE and ATOM. 

Fashion Portal 
Fashion Portal is designed for bringing the market and trend intelligence to online community. The Portal has on line Fashion forecasting and 
trend analysis service also. The Fashion Portal has an interface for Fashion Designers, Photographers, Fashion Houses and Fashion Stores. It has 
extensive search capabilities for various keywords, fashion sources, cities, men and women fashion. An extensive search reports has been 
developed to extract data and photographs from Fashion Portals. The Fashion Portal has more than 100,000 photographs, management and 
data extraction for photographs which has been provided using various search controls. 
Technology Used: PHP 5.0, MySQL 5.0, Drupal CMS 
 

Property Portal 
Property Portal is targeted to build a neighbour centric community where neighbours can share the prices of the properties available for rent. 
The higher the value of the information shared by a neighbour on a specific property more will be the number of credits earned by him. The 
neighbours can also earn credits by referrals. They can then redeem these credits on searching for properties, since the property details are 
available for specific number of credits based on the Country Index of the Country where the property is being shared. The suppliers can also 
sign up with the site and purchase country specific packages to share their property information on the portal. They can publish their asked price 
for the property and invite the neighbors to bid on the property. Property details as:  



 

  
 
 



 

Portal for Women Entrepreneurs 
 

 
 
This website development is targeted for Asian women entrepreneurs to gather and find information and support for their business. Main 
features for this site include: 

- Integration with Drupal forums 
- Integration with Drupal Blogs 
- Drupal content types for stories, articles. 
- Image gallery module is used for displaying the photo albums. 
- YouTube integration with the video gallery. 
- Community discussions/posting comments on various topics integrated it with discus so that users can post comments using their social 

networking accounts like Facebook, twitter, yahoo etc.  
- Facebook connect integration to allow users to login to the site using there Facebook accounts. 



 

- Drupal ads module is used for displaying various ad banners on the site.  
- Drupal view module is used for various blocks on the site displaying image carousal, recently added posts, most popular posts etc. 

 

 
 

  



 

Magento 

Attitudemedia 
Attitude Media is a diverse collection of websites which attract people with different points of views; some liberal, some conservative, some 
religious, some secular. It is an online community for smart creative people who have strong opinions and a desire to participate in creating as 
well as consuming media. 

 Since a major part of the website is content driven, WordPress CMS has been used. 

 We have used Magento E-Commerce solution which enabled users to purchase various books and T-Shirts from the website 

 Integrated PayPal payment gateway for payment and amazon fulfillment for handing the shipment of books which are available on 
Amazon stores 

 Integrated custom designs in responsive version using HTML5 and CSS3 in order to satisfy the requirement of website accessibility on 
Web and Mobile devices. 

 Used various WordPress plug-ins and Magento extensions for following purposes: 
o Magento-WordPress-Integration bridge plug-in for smooth data transfer between the two PHP frameworks (WordPress and 

Magento) 
o Reword points: For managing the awarding and redemption of the reward points 
o ShareThis: A WordPress plugin for sharing content on social media 
o Constant Contacts: For managing the newsletter subscriptions 
o All-in-one-seo-pack: For handling the Meta keywords and description for all posts and pages 
o bbPress:  For implementing various forums 
o Single Sign-On: For managing user sign on and session management between WordPress and Magento 

  



 

Minisports 
Mini Sport, the world's premier Mini Specialists, based in Padiham, Lancashire, UK, England. Established in 1967, for over 40 years Mini Sport has 
built a reputation second to none and is recognized as the world leader in supplying all Mini Parts and Mini Accessories. 

1. Added custom business logic and configuration in the website to identify the user from his/her address and calculate tax applicable 
for that specific region. 

2. A custom module was developed which used the billing address of the customer to predict the shipment delivery duration. 
3. Integrated the design layouts provided by client in  responsive version to make it compatible for web and mobile devices 
4. Integrated a third party software to deal with customer purchase and their reward program. 
5. Developed a CSV based structure to facilitate the client to easily import the existing data 
6. Modified the existing framework structure to match the new design layout 
7. Implemented a Magento based blog 

 



 

 



 

Air Jordan 
Air Jordan is an online Shopping cart using Magento framework. New members can sign in. The Buyers can login and shop various products 
online. The Buyers can also track the purchase history and products and view. Reseller can register, manage store and products in the store and 
pay commission. Administrator manages users, stores, product categories and products. 

  
 

Multi-store Ecommerce Portal 
The website hosts multiple stores with individual product catalogues. Various features of the Magento community Edition like the bundled 
product feature, up-sells, cross-sells, flexible discount coupons, recently viewed products, recently compared items, multi-tier pricing for 
quantity discounts, catalog promotional pricing, customer group specific pricing on the multiple stores have been integrated 
 



 

 
  



 

 

Microsoft ASP.Net Technologies 

Point of Sale Application  
There are multiple projects that we have worked on for this client on a dedicated developer’s contract. This client is one of a major company 
Media Pvt. Ltd. who provides business marketing, cutting-edge workforce management, and POS solutions for various companies.  Following 
section describes various projects that have been done so far for this client. 
 
POS Web Application -  
“POS Web Application” is a part of company’s POS systems, which is used to manage the POS BOH (Back Of House – Back Office system). This 
web application is implemented in using ASP.Net MVC 4.0 and SQL Server 2012 as a database backend.   
This application works in synchronization with a desktop application i.e. POS system. Various functionalities of POS system are managed through 
web application. Some of the features are as mentioned below: 
 
User and user role management 
Using this feature, administrator user can manage other users and their roles in the system.  Functionalities in this modules includes features 
such as: add new user in the system, edit the details of existing user, deactivate or re-activate the user and delete the user. Also application user 
will able to specify the roles for available user in the system. 
 
Access Level specifications 
Using this feature the administrator user can able to set the access levels for the available users in the system. This allows user to define access 
levels and restrict the access for users for defendant modules in the system. 
Product management, Order details, Discount management  
Using these modules, user can able to manage products and discounts in the system and view the order details that are generated from desktop 
POS application. Control the various POS terminals available in the network 
Using this feature user can be able to control the available POS terminals configured in the system. User can able to “Restart” or “Shutdown” all 
terminals by one click. User can select one of the terminal to “Restart” and “Shutdown”. 
 



 

 
Report generation 

Using this feature the application user will be able to generate the different reports available in the system. User can email and print the 
generated report data. 
 



 

 
System Log 

Using this feature user can able to view the user-wise activities or operations performed in the web application. 

Web application installation 

This is the special feature implemented in the application. “Skywire POS Web Application” installer provides a very simple way to setup the web 

application on server in IIS. User is provided with installer, after running the setup user will be able to user the site directly. 

 



 

Time Card Monitor system 
TCM is a cloud based Web application implemented in ASP.Net MVC 5.0 and SQL Server 2014 as a database backend where the Time Attendance 
devices sends user data that included user information as well as attendance logs to the Centralized database via the web services implemented 
using PUSH SDK. Following are some of the important modules implemented in this web application: 
 
People List 
This module shows employees details available in the system, administrator can add/edit/delete users from this section 
 
Tools 
This module allows administrator to configure Time attendance device specific setting from the web application. This includes device diagnostic 
utility, pay period setting, etc. 
Admin Permission Groups  
Super Administrator user can setup access permissions for other users of the system. 
 
Employee Schedules 
A change for particular day in an employee's schedule is made from this module. User will see List of employees with their weekly schedule for 
current week. Calendar interface is also there to select day for which user want to change schedule for selected employee. User can also search 
for particular employee to change his/her schedule for any particular day. 
 
Reports 
Reporting module implemented using Telerik reports provides different types of reports the administrators for analysis. Such reports include 
Time attendance reports, event log reports, etc. 

Gift Card system 
Gift Card is an ASP.Net MVC 5.0 web application that allows administrators to manage campaigns and gift cards and users to track gift card 
balances. Various Gif Card related functionalities of the system are managed through web application. Some of the features are as mentioned 
below: 
Web Services 
Purpose of these services would be to allow POS desktop application to search, issue, and redeem the gift cards that are managed from Gift  
 
Cards Web Application.  



 

 Look-up service: This service returns the Gift card information based on the card id passed to it as a parameter. 

 Issuance service: this service mails the gift card details to the user from the user id parameter passed to the service. 

 Redemption service: This service is responsible for redemption of the gift card based on the provided parameters to the service i.e. User 
Id, Gift Card Id, redemption date, redemption amount. 

 
Campaigns Dashboard 
This section provides the listing of the campaigns setup in the system, User can add / edit / delete campaigns from the section. 
 
Gift Card 
Gift cards are associated with campaigns, User can manage the gift cards from this section. End users can purchase these gift cards using PayPal 
Payments and further can redeem them from any POS application. 
 
Short Code Generation Process 
Using this feature short code for purchasing gift cards for particular campaign is gets created. This short code can be placed on any of the Third 
Party websites. 

POS Reports Delivery Module 
Proposed SkyWire Report Delivery Module would be a Windows application that would be implemented for automating the SkyWire POS 

reports delivery functionality through the means of printer, email or SMS. 

This application would comprises in following two parts: 

• SRDM configuration utility – This would be a WPF application that would provide an GUI for setting up report delivery jobs and their 

destinations (e.g. Email, Printer, SMS) 

• Windows Service – This would be Windows Service application that will be responsible for executing the scheduled job at their configured 

destinations. 

  



 

Smart Facility  
The purpose of this project is to maintain the Hospital Cleaning Management. The management includes the calculations of required human 
resources and inventory details of Rooms. It also contains the multiple tools for recording the results of the steps involved in survey and room 
cleaning mechanism. 
 

It has 2 different products for managing the daily cleaning operations for Hospital. 

1. Cleaning Tool   - This tool helps employee/cleaner to understand the cleaning requirement of the room for which he/she is going to work 

on. This not only gives the steps for performing the cleaning but also records the data for each step. 

This tool has 2 parts one is Web application while the other one is iOS app. Managers / Supervisor normally works on Web application 

for defining the required steps to be performed for each room. Web application also records result for each step for each room. The iOS 

app works for the users who are actually a cleaner. User saves/sync the completed steps for a specific room from iOS to Web 

application. On that basis web application generates the reports.  

 



 

  

2. Survey Tool – This tool helps Surveyors to complete a standard defined survey (as per the regulatory requirements in US). This helps 

Surveyor/supervisor in tracking the required performance of the Surveyee and also helps to generate the required reports as per the 

regulatory requirements of US Government.  

This tool has 2 parts one is Web application while the other one is iOS app. Managers / Supervisor normally works on Web application 

and defines the required templates/forms. These templates/forms are used while conducting the survey using iOS app on iPad. Web 

application also records the survey output. 

User saves/sync the conducted surveys from iOS to Web application. On that basis web application generates the reports.  

 



 

   
 

  



 

Hospital Catering Management  
The purpose of this catering system was to provide nutritional diet to the patients considering the allergens they might have. Backend 

administrator should have complete control over which menus are to be added, planned for weekly diet and the orders being processed and 

wastage records to be maintained. 

Content management system was provided in .NET with SignalR so that Kitchen Management Portal would be updated without refreshing the 

web page. Any new ward completed, gets populated/updated on the Kitchen Management portal automatically easing the manual kitchen 

management process.  

 

Further to that, Android Tablet Application was created for the catering staff for collecting patient orders. As requested, order collection 

workflows were created considering the Tablet user and fat fingers and hence appropriate User Interface evolved. Further to that, a due 

consideration was given to the real working environment where people in government hospitals are located either in basement areas or remote 

areas where Wi-Fi connectivity would not be reachable and hence offline mode of operations was provided where data was still collected when 

there was no signal for saving things to the backend. As soon as app recognizes the signal, bed orders were processed and synched with the 

backend. Further these orders get populated on kitchen management portal through SignalR without referring the web pages. 

 

  



 

                                  

 

          



 

Badge Printing Application 
 

 



 

 
 

 
This badge printing system is an efficient and time saving system that is effortless to use and assist users in designing badges for their events. 
It is available on 3 platforms, Desktop (which can work in offline mode), web and iPad.  Web and desktop are integrated such that user can 
create a badge on desktop and upload it on web for further editing and other way around as well.  
 
Features: 
1. Advanced flexible design and editing tools – drag and drop, resizing, Image cropping, auto fit, maintain proportion, send to back and 

more.  
2. Zoom In , Zoom out functionality  
3. Provision to generate QR-Code & barcode for visitor tracking.  



 

4. Functionality to import and export visitors information for creating badges.  
5. Search , sort , add, edit , delete visitors information for badges  
6. System is available in multiple languages. 
7. Printing – what you see is what you get  
8. Supports A4 , Letter , InstaCard and p-touch product types/paper sizes 

 

Success System for Individuals and Corporates 
 

   
 

This portal is a success system for individuals and corporates who work as mentors and help users to increase their productivity and also the 
profitability of their business, leading to success for their employees, whilst enjoying less stress in their personal life. It provides access to a 
carefully selected set of powerful/foundation articles, tools and videos that will give user a quick, and easy way to increase their success.  
The site has a provision for members to add articles, videos and quotes in their discovery play for further reading/viewing, reminders from 
system to complete the assigned tasks. It has powerful tools which help users in analyzing how they spend their time and accordingly make 



 

use of success charts, goal setters, belief builder, personality profiler, stress assessor, success picks etc. Extensive use of Telerik control 
(graphs, calendar) and .NET graphs has been made. The system integrates with social networking sites and forum modules for users to 
interact with each other, find people like them, and participate in Dilemmas published by admin. 

 

Hosting Services Automation 
An application which would be a comprehensive hosting automation system that allows you to provide a heterogeneous operating system 
environment to your customers across multiple hosting servers was needed to be developed by the client 
 
This application can have a multiple server layout, called a cluster. The main server in the cluster is the actual Control Panel, a web application 
with graphical interface, which centralizes all hosting management tasks, controls all hosting servers and services, manages users, domains, 
events, and processes.  
The Control panel consists of many subsystems, the major of them being the following: 
o User Registration 
o File Manager 
o File Upload 
o Profile Management 
o Referral Channel 
o Accounts Statistics 
 



 

 
 
 

Employee Health Records Management 
This application allows the recording of every aspect of a department's work so that comprehensive management reports can be obtained. Data 
related to Employees, Audiometer Results, Vision Screening, General Screening can be recorded and reports retrieved. Also results for the 
Hematology, Biochemistry, Spirometry tests can be maintained in the system. Data related to the Employee’s Family History, Medical History can 
be maintained. The application has a number of other features such as Activity Recording, Personal Time Recording, etc. 



 

As a part of enhancement to the application to be implemented was for multiple diaries for appointments. The appointments would be for 
patients to come to a clinic or come to see a doctor. It may be necessary to find an appointment time that can be met by two resources (e.g. two 
medical practitioners) 
 
This application’s data is securely stored in a relational, hierarchical database. All indexing and compression routines are transparent to the user 
as data is retrieved and stored. No complex database operations need to be performed to maintain the data. 
 

 
 
  
  



 

 

Parenting Website 

 

 
 
This is a website for parenting offering a comprehensive directory of baby and kid friendly products and services, extensive content, useful tools 
such as our Activity Finder, Ovulation Calculator, Birth Order Tool, Math flash card builder, Private School Finder, Weight Gain Calculator and 
family friendly recipe database.  
Site contains various interesting and time saving tools, calculators as well as activities for kids like Coloring Pages.  The site includes a rich 
community for mums to share stories, issues, joys and connect in a moderated, private forum. 
 

  



 

 

Virtual Runner 
 

 
 
This software is targeted for athletes. It allows them to conduct their daily workout at home without running on actual race tracks. System also 
provides the personal workout records for the user to improvise their performance. No special treadmill required! User simply installs the 
system on their PC or Laptop along with selected videos, then attach the included FootPod to their shoelace and plug in the USB stick to their PC 
or Laptop. Next, selects which video or videos wish to view and start the program. After a brief countdown, video begins to play on your monitor 
or HDTV (if connected.) As user run, the FootPod transmits runner’s pace to the USB receiver using ANT+ protocol. This data is read by the 



 

Software, which adjusts the speed of the video based on this data. If user runs faster, the video will speed up. If user slow down, the video will 
slow down. 
 

ITC Matrix 
Client is an international company specializing in Integrated Transaction Control Systems and the basic purpose of this project is to redesign 
client’s existing Website that was developed in LASSO. The expectation was to use latest technology framework of .Net development platform 
with various feature enhancements specified by client.  
This website provides various administration modules through which administrator users can manage. Following are the details of some 
important modules of the system.   
Clients: 
This module allows administrator to manage its various clients. 



 

 

Accounts  

This feature allows administrator to manage below modules. 

o Account Types  



 

o Payment Methods 

o Account Manipulations  

 
  



 

Themes 

This module allows user to customize theme settings with various customization features. 

 
 



 

   

Office Collaboration Tool 

 

Many organizations have installed Microsoft Exchange server and Microsoft Outlook and this has led to greater efficiency in working together. 
However one of the shortcomings of the Microsoft platform is that you’re not able to share information stored on this platform. By sharing, 
meaning that the platform doesn’t have any views which will provide you with “grouped” information. Views, which will gather and combine data, 
across mailboxes from the Microsoft Exchange server, and present these data in on or several group/team views. 

This product helps you link companies, contacts, e-mails and documents together. You start by creating a new company. You can do this manually 
or by importing it from Outlook. The product supports a number of ways to do so. Then you add a contact and ensure that the “journalization tag” 
is marked for journalization on the company form. Now you all set and ready to journalize emails from this company and contact person. Every 
time an e-mail is sent or received from that company its automatically journalized and added to this company. When you’ve created, some or all, 



 

the companies you want to journalize emails and documents from, then it might be the time to journalize all the old emails and documents you 
have for these companies.  This can be done on documents by manually by using the “Add” functionality on the company form.  

Outlook add-in has also been developed for this application, so that it becomes easier for application users to manually journalize the emails they 
wish to share with the others. 

 
 



 

B2B Solution for Agencies & Vendors 

    

  

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
End to end business software solution designed for Activity Agencies/ Vendor Operators. This product is for Vendors to help them streamline 
processes, from front line distribution/sales channels, to Activity/Event operations, and to back office accounting, and vendor business 
management. 
 
Key Features 

Centralized Reservations & Booking 
- Snappy And Quick Booking Interface & Process  
- Point And Click / Or Quick Keyboard Shortcuts  
- Quick & Easy Browsing And Searching Of Event/Tour Information  
- Advanced “Day View” Of Event/Tour Schedules And Availability  
- Check In/Ticketing System  



 

 Tour/Event Management 
- Scheduling Management  
- Pricing & Rates Management  
- Specials/Promotions Management  
- Transportation/Pickup Management  
- Marketing and Sales Network  

 Electronic B2B – Business to Business 
- Real Time Transactions with Agencies/Vendors  
- Real Time Inventory Access And Control  
- Real Time Event/Tour Updates, Specials & Promotions  
- Streamlined Electronic Billing/Invoicing  

Reporting & Analysis Tools 
- Sales Analysis  
- Agency/Vendor Analysis  
- Product/Event Analysis  
- User Level Reports (Executive, Managers, Reps, Accountants, etc.)  

Integrated Accounting & Financial Management 
- A/R, A/P Accounting functions  
- Accounting & Financial Reports/Analysis  

Agency/Vendor Management 
- Agency Sales Processing  
- Agency Tracking and Performance  
- Contract Pricing/Commission Management  

  



 

Wedding Venues Directory Services 
 

 
 



 

This directory service website offers service to help you with every aspect of getting married from the engagement through to your honeymoon. 
It has wedding information for the bride, groom, best man, bridesmaids, ushers, wedding venues, a wedding shop, directory of wedding suppliers, 
jokes, wedding speeches, traditions, myths, rings and much more.  
The key features include Wedding Venues, Suppliers, Fashion Houses, Articles, Forums and Blogs. 

o Searching for the perfect wedding venue.  
o Most popular searches and auto complete search(guesses what you're typing and offers suggestions in real time)  
o Roll-over Map and quick links 
o Search by postcode, area, town, county, region, name and group name. 
o Slider and filters to narrow the search 
o Google map view 
o Wedding venues checklist 

Meeting Room Booking System 
 

 



 

Using this application the users can search for an available office room for a meeting. The user can provide various inputs to filter the search 
such as room preferences i.e. type of room, facilities needed, catering options if needed or any specifics needed. Based on the user’s search 
criteria, the suitable rooms are displayed as the search result. The user can then book a specific room for a particular date and a particular time 
slot. The user can also track their bookings on a schedule calendar provided for an booking overview. 
 

Discounted Dining Application for Restaurants 
 

 



 

 
This is restaurant portal where restaurant owners can register their restaurants so that they can be listed on the portal or become a member to 
enjoy half price dining in the top restaurants in London and Home countries. This web based portal can be managed by an admin section.  
This application makes it easy for restaurant owners to manage and fine-tune their dining offers, whether it is a single restaurant or a chain of 
restaurants. They can change the description and photos, try out different limited-period offers and even change the dining discount offer.  
When card members log in, they’ll immediately be shown restaurants in the areas where they live, work and socialize. Diners need to tell if 
they’re members when they book, when they arrive and when they pay. If they wish to bring more diners than they are allowed on one Card, it’s 
the restaurateurs’ choice whether they can all enjoy the discount or whether it will apply to a particular number of diners only. 
 
 



 

Client Testimonials 
 
"The work provided by Aress was of the highest quality, and enabled us to rapidly roll out the uVent site. Aress didn't need constant monitoring, 
and continued to deliver working product that could be quickly integrated. I would absolutely use Aress again." 
Peter Hancock,  
Founder, uVent Limited. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
"When our team was looking to outsource the development of our website, we went through an intense process which included research on 
numerous firms in the US, Canada and India. We ultimately decided to use Aress as they were the most responsive to our business needs, 
understood our requirements in great detail and communicated extremely well with our internal team. Subject to the usual scope adjustments, 
our project was completed on time and on budget. In fact, I have been involved in numerous development projects in my 15+ year career and 
this was one of the most seamless and enjoyable projects I have worked on. I personally can not recommend the Aress team enough. They are a 
solid, solid team and a great partner to work with." 
Christian Misvaer,  
Entrepreneur & Founding Member of Founders42 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
"We have worked with Aress for over 4 years now. They have supported us with hundreds of site projects and our dedicated team in India are a 
key part of our development process." 
Dean Yardley,  
hitched.co.uk 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------  

 
"Kidspot has enjoyed a strong working relationship with Aress since May 2007, developing a number of successful products and tools for our 
award winning parenting website: www.kidspot.com.au and our social networking site for mums: www.kidspotsocial.com.au. They are a 
responsive and well managed team who report in daily and are open to client feedback and testing." 
Katie May,  
Kidspot 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------  



 

"We have worked with Aress for the past year. They have been a great development partner in getting the initial development of our platform 
and mobile application delivered. We consider them a true partner with our business as our off-shore development resource center." 
Nowell Outlaw,  
Whats Shakn 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
"Aress India is a great, reliable company. We have been using their services for over 10 Months now and look forward to working with them in 
the future. They are an essential part of our business and come highly recommended. The company, management and employees are flexible 
and can adapt to our needs.  
Thank you very much and keep up the good work!"  
Hayley  
VB 12 Marketing  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
"Aress gave us a very elegant look on our company websites. The clean cut and simplicity design of our websites truly portray our corporate and 
business visions."  
Frank Kim  
CEO - Call Packet Inc.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
"I have worked with Aress India from early 06' and am impressed with the service I have received thus far. Communication has only been clear 
and the skills I have required have been provided, above expectation. I can safely recommend Aress to any entrepreneur or SME looking for a 
good back office solution."  
Brendan Nash  
CEO, SML Limited  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
"Aress India is a very professional organisation. This our second attempt at outsourcing part of our software engineering to an Indian company. 
After several months I am very happy we have moved our work across to Aress.  
Successful outsourcing is not necessarily easy, however Aress has a depth of diverse resources that enabled them to quickly put together an 
experienced team of project mangers, architects and engineers.  



 

My experience over many years in the IT industry is that stuff goes wrong, and it can go wrong anywhere in the life cycle, be it at my 
requirements end or at the execution end. Aress has given me a high degree of confidence as a result of their repeated responsiveness and 
flexibility at short notice when we have needed it. We will be increasing the amount of software engineering we rely on them for."  
Graham Merrett  
Bell Velocity Pty Ltd. Australia  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
“What makes me a loyal ‘Aressian’ is the ease of communication with them. I am never faced with the frustrations of having to follow up again 
and again to get my work done. Thanks guys. You’re great!” 
Dave - Fareham 
InfoAktiv.com 
Bring information to life  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
“I wasted so much time and money with other companies before I found Sumow. Now I have a superb service from a company that excels with 
prompt, friendly service. Sumow really cares about my business success through my sites and I have a great relationship with them.” 
Colin - Cheshire 
Matrixhealthcare.co.uk 
The specialists in animal supplements  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
"Our search for Professional website management has been a tough road. With so many providers with wonderful promises to make, we had 
our fingers burnt quite a few times before we finally found Aress. Thankfully our association with Aress which started with a lot of doubt, has 
now cultivated into a relationship that is valuable to my company" 
Katie May 
Kidspot Australia 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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